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Instructions

Game Prep
Tape game board together. Cut out, fold, and tape a playing piece for each player. Grab 
one die from around the house. On the Shark Position cards, each player selects five 
positions on the game board to “hide” the sharks and writes it down. Memorize the card 
and turn it face down. Review music fact cards before playing the game. Two blank 
cards are provided for teachers to drill skills that students may need to focus on.

Game Play
Player One rolls the die and picks a card from the top of the deck. If the player answers 
the question correctly, he/she advances the number of spaces rolled. If he/she lands on 
a “shark position” his/her opponent must shout, “Chomp.” If his/her opponent shouts 
“Chomp,” he/she must return to his/her previous space and is awarded a Chomp card. 
Player One’s turn is over. Player Two repeats these steps. This routine continues 
throughout game play with one exception. If either player lands on the green dot they 
may advance double the number rolled.

How to Win
Players advance by rolling the die and correctly answering the question on the card 
drawn. Players may take any path, but watch out for sharks! If you land on a space that 
your opponent selected as a “shark position” you’ll receive a Chomp card. Get 
chomped three times and your opponent is an automatic winner. In all other instances, 
the winner is the first player to land on the dock (Finish) with less than three Chomp 
cards. An exact roll is not required.
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How many beats does 

a dotted half note (h.) get?

How many beats does 

a whole note (w) get?

How many beats does a

 dotted quarter note (q.) get?

How many beats does 

a half note (h) get?

How many beats does 

an eighth note (e) get?

How many beats does 

a quarter note (q) get?

What does     mean?43What does     mean?44



42

How many half notes does it 
take to equal 10 beats?

How many quarter 
notes does it take to equal 

45 beats?

What’s missing?

     q q q q  |  h   q    |
How many whole notes 

does it take to equal 
12 beats?

What does     mean?86
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What’s missing?

     q   q   |           |42
What’s missing?

     h      |  q q     |42

What’s missing?

     q q q      |   h.     |86
What’s missing?

     q q q q q q |   q.     |86
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Game Pieces
Cut out, fold, and tape one game piece for each player. Printing 
game pieces on card stock will make them more stable.



Chomp! Answer Key

How many beats does an eighth note (e) get?   1/2 beat
How many beats does a quarter note (q) get?   1 beat
How many beats does a dotted quarter note (q.) get?   1 1/2 beats
How many beats does a half note (h) get?   2 beats
How many beats does a dotted half note (h.) get?   3 beats
How many beats does a whole note (w) get?   4 beats
What does 4/4 mean? Top Number: Four beats to the measure. Bottom Number: The   
 quarter note gets one beat.
What does 3/4 mean? Top Number: Three beats to the measure. Bottom Number: The   
 quarter note gets one beat.
What does 2/4 mean? Top Number: Two beats to the measure. Bottom Number: The   
 quarter note gets one beat.
What does 6/8 mean? Top Number: Six beats to the measure. Bottom Number: The   
 eighth note gets one beat.
How many quarter notes does it take to equal 45 beats?   45
How many half notes does it take to equal 10 beats?   5
How many whole notes does it take to equal 12 beats?   3

What single rhythm will correctly fill the incomplete measure?

  ��q q q q  |  h   q    |       Quarter note

  ��q q q q  |  q q      |       Half note

  ��h      |  q q q q  |       Half note

  ��q q q  |  q    |     Half note

  ��h    q |  q       |       Half note

  ��q   q   |           |       Half note

  ��h      |  q q     |       Quarter note

 ��q q q      |   h.     |     Dotted quarter note

  ��q q q q q q |   q.     |       Dotted quarter note


